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“It is okay to own a
technology, what is not okay is
to be owned by technology.” 

Abhijit Naskar
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Esafety/Media
in Pieksämäki
high school
• One of high schools goals is to
improve students critical
thinking;
• Every teacher has their own
style of implementing online
projects to the specific subject;
• Expecially in the Finnish lessons,
we learn about analysing
different mediatypes and learn to
be critical about the information
we face.
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Matricular exams
• In Finland at the end of our studies in high
school, everyone does at least five matricular
exams, one of which is the test of Finnish;
• It's arguably our most important test and half of
it consists of analysing media (for example an ad); 
• This tests our ability to read, understand,
analyse, use and produce our own results about
the online subject.
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Media
course

• In Pieksämäki High school we
have a voluntary cource called
media. Our teacher of finnish is
also qualified as a tv- and radio-
reporter.
• During the cource we practice
critical reading and text analysis
as authentic as possible
situations.
• There are about 40 reporters
in Finland who have learned in
the Pieksämäki high school
media cource.
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Use many reliable 
 links

Do not use 
 (too much)

OUR OWN
EXPERIENCES 

ABOUT 
E-SAFETY
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Media Education In
Lithuania
In Lithuania media literacy
education is regulated by
strategic government policies.
In Lithuania, general educational
programs include cross-
curricular topics related to MIL,
like Purpose and Effects of
Advertising on Society, Media
and Globalization. MIL
competencies are developed in
moral education, native and
foreign language lessons and
etc.

The skills identified in 
 Lithuanian educational
programs to develop MIL
competencies related to the
ability to search for and
retrieve information from
different media sources, the
ability to understand, analyse
and evaluate information
from different media texts,
create, monitor and use
feedback provided in
different media spaces.
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Ethics  – ethics of advertising content;
Lithuanian language  – informative text writing, presentation of a
book review, preparation for writing an essay and public speaking
test;
Foreign language  – understanding and expanding the vocabulary of
advertising;
Basic citizenship  – political and social influence of advertising;
IT  – peculiarities of text writing and image embedding;
Art  – aesthetic visual design of advertisements;
Maths  – practical calculations of how much a producer, a customer
and a client pay for advertising, how much time advertising
consumes in our lives;
Economics  – cost of creating advertisements and consumerist
approach;
Classroom hours – positive and negative effects of advertising in
solving tobaccoand alcohol consumption, and other health-related
and social issues. 

An example of integration of
MIL competences in general

subjects:
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Elements of MIL competences
in the general programs:

 
MIL competences elements in national curriculum the

search and selection of information sources;

Understanding and analysing the information provided;

Information evaluation;

Information systematising;

Information creation and active participation;

Presenting the information;

Observation of the publicised information and purposeful

use of feedback;

Observation of the created information and benefitting

from the feedback;
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Non-formal education is the teaching system, which
respond to the consonant educational influences with
those of formal education and which are connected to the
learning needs of each individual or to a group of individuals
who have common values and goals.

 Media literacy focus: protecting children from negative
influences of the Internet, critical thinking, films literacy,
filmmaking, media content creation.
Activities: project “Safer internet”, project “Big small
screens”.
In Lithuania, the topic of media literacy education is not a
phenomenon of today.

Currently, there is an interdepartmental work group
operating in Lithuania, aimed at coordinating the activities of
various institutions in the field of media literacy education.
The Lithuanian government has a strategic goal of improving
teachers’ qualification in media literacy. 
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Strategies to
prevent media

addiction in
Portugal

Raising Awareness through
Contribution with 
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https://www.sdgaccountability.org/working-with-informal-processes/raising-awareness-through-public-outreach-campaigns/


The Internet

Social Media

Online Identity

Emotional welfare
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SOCIAL MEDIA
Fake News : We
shouldn’t believe

everything
Internet says

Be
careful of what you

share!

The online friends are, in fact
merely

unkown people
Social Networks have

negative
impact on the lives of

thousands of
people
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Online games

Disclosed information

Download App

Dependence

Violence
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ONLINE IDENTITY

Who you are online reflects on your
offline life

Defend your privacy ! Remember , once
on the internet, forever on the Internet!

Protect you ! Use safe passwords! 
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EMOTIONAL
WELFARE

Are you too much time online? Pay
attention to signs of
addiction.

Take more offline moments.

Don't publish fake posts or something that
can humiliate someone on the Internet!

Ask for help to your parents, friends
or teachers!

01.

02.

03.

04.
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STRATEGIES ON MEDIA ADDICTION
 IN ROMANIA

 

The education system in Romania is administered nationally by the Ministry
of Education which also works with other government ministries and
institutional structures. Compulsory education, which was implemented in
the academic year 2012- 13, spans 10 years and includes primary (one
preparatory year plus 4 years) and secondary education (an initial phase of 5
academic years). At the age of 16 the second phase of secondary education
starts and this lasts two or three academic years. This second phase is not
compulsory but continues to be free of charge and is offered by high schools,
vocational schools or specialized centers.

For the time being Romania has not
developed policies to integrate media literacy
in formal education although in 2012 it joined
the Digital Agenda for Europe 2020 Strategy,
launched by the European Union for the
development of digital technologies in the
classroom.
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For the time being Romania has not
developed policies to integrate media
literacy in formal education although in
2012 it joined the Digital Agenda for
Europe 2020 Strategy, launched by the
European Union for the development of
digital technologies in the classroom.
The National Education Law of 2011 was
created with the intention of modernizing
the Romanian education system and
adapting it to a media-based curriculum.
The law led to the creation of two platforms
managed by the Ministry of Education: a
virtual library and a platform for e-learning
with materials for teachers and students.
These two initiatives seem not to have
helped promote media literacy in schools as
teachers do not receive support to deal with
this subject in class and its implementation
depends on the interest they show in the
topic.

The other initiatives are subsidized by
European Union programs and local
foundations as no public money is spent on
media education.
With respect to ICT, these competencies
were integrated into the curriculum of
primary and secondary education in 2006
with the recommendations of the EU, and
in 2011 the National Education Law already
considered it a basic competency. The new
Romanian Governmental Program for
2013-2016 stresses the need to digitally
educate Romanian citizens to prepare them
for the emerging knowledge society.
Among the initiatives are: digital teacher
training, e- textbooks, open massive
resources and web 2.0.
In accordance with Regulation 4730 of 22
September 2004, issued by the Minister of
Education, Research, Youth and Sport,
Competence into Mass Media is now
considered a separate subject that is part of
the optional curriculum of the second
phase of secondary education.
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Media education is also integrated into
several modules of the subject Social
Studies in the final year of the phase, and
in the subject Civic Studies there are many
references to media literacy.
In the first phase of secondary education
references to media education can be found
in the subjects Language and
Communication, Civic Studies, Social
Studies and Technology. In primary
education there are only methodological
recommendations on media education in
subjects like Civic Studies, History and
Religion and other core subjects.
Romania does not have media competency
assessment at the official level. Some
studies, such as the evaluation of media
literacy in Romania (2008), directed by the
NGO ActiveWatch, demonstrate that
assessment of the critical use,
comprehension and components of civic
participation in media literacy should
ideally be conducted individually.

The National Education Law of 2011
provided for the development of an exam to
test digital competencies of students at the
end of senior high school, which focuses on
the use of the computer and knowledge of
office IT. According to the report Charting
Media and Literacy in Europe 2012, the new
provision of the National Education Act
recommends the integration of media
literacy in teacher training from the year
2014-15 on as until now only ICT has been
incorporated into the on-going training of
teachers.
This provision also refers to the
implementation of a Master’s degree
program in basic teacher training starting
in 2014-15, which emphasizes the
development of digital and communication
skills for future teachers. Until now the
training of teachers in media literacy has
been in the hands of NGO’s such as
ActiveWatch, which has developed a multi-
year program called MediaSIS which trains
teachers to teach courses in media
education and create teaching materials.
Its objective is to integrate media
education into the school curriculum.
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Continuous teacher training is carried out
at Casa Corpului Didactic, a network of
educational resource centers spread
throughout the country offering courses in
ICT training and a course called
Multimedia in Education. These training
courses include digital competencies that
teachers should acquire but primarily focus
on ICT, on concepts and theories of
communication and on the pedagogical use
of computers in the classroom.
ICT is integrated into the curriculum of
primary and secondary education. While in
primary and junior secondary it is found
within elective subjects, in senior
secondary it is treated as a core subject.
ICT appears in the basic curriculum of all
secondary education streams (theoretical,
vocational and technological). In 2010-2011
the elective subject Computers and
Networks Administration was introduced
in senior secondary education.

In amendments to the 2012 National
Education Law, the government has taken
steps to incorporate ICT in education
through the granting of equipment,
building computer labs in schools and
developing teacher training programs
focused on the relationship between ICT
and e-learning.
The keys to the inclusion of ICT in schools
can be summarized as follows:
• There are fewer computers available and
there is less connectivity in Romanian
schools compared to the other EU
countries.
• Thanks to extensive teacher training in
ICT and the positive attitude of teachers,
ICT is frequent in the classroom.
• Neither teachers nor students show great
confidence in their ICT skills.
• No central recommendations exist on the
use of ICT in student assessment.
• Public-private partnerships to promote
the use of ICT are valued.
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STRATEGIES ON MEDIA ADDICTION
 IN TURKEY

The works in Turkey for the treatment of social media and
internet addiction in young people are coordinated by four
different authorities. These are MEB (Ministry of National
Education), RTUK (The Radio and Television Supreme Council),
BTK (Information and Communication Technologies Authority)
and Health Services.
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• Schools in the west of the country offer the course, and it consists of
eight units covering communication, media, television, radio,
newspapers, magazines, and finally the Internet during the year.(MEB)

• It informs children and individuals separately about all kinds of risks
that may be encountered due to the increased internet use in recent
days.(RTUK)

• In Turkey, internet and social media addiction treatment is
administered in Psychiatry, Child Psychiatry and Mental Health and
Diseases departments of the hospitals. In addition, some private
hospitals, psychologists and counseling centers provide treatment
processes for internet and social medial addiction. (Health Services)

WORKS ON MEDIA ADDICTION IN TURKEY
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